ECOTRUST CANADA

a tree fell
in the forests of

Clayoquot Sound.

Did anybody hear?

In an ironic twist of fate, the communities struggling

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Conservation entrepreneurs exploring

capital-intensive industrial resource extraction are

new fisheries and developing value-added

the usually the last places chosen by mainstream

processing operations are supported by

financial institutions to place loans. But capital is

Ecotrust Canada’s Natural Capital Fund.

TREVOR WICKHAM

to rebuild their local economies after generations of

You bet they did.

needed to help committed entrepreneurs launch a
August 22, 2000, marked a watershed

new set of economic relationships based on sus-

event in British Columbian life. It was the
day Iisaak Forest Resources commenced

tainable practices. Ecotrust Canada’s Natural Capital

logging operations in what had been one

Fund answers this need. It is loaned in partnership

of the most contentious environmental

with Shorebank Enterprise Pacific to entrepreneurs

“hot spots” on Earth. When Iisaak felled
its first tree, environmentalists did

whose operations will help support social, financial,

something no-one thought we’d ever see
in B.C. — they applauded.

and conservation goals. To date, these companies

And for good reason. That day, at the

have included value-added wood products manu-

dawn of the conservation century, they

facturing, organic agriculture, value-added fisheries,

were witness to the birth of a conservation economy in Clayoquot Sound. Iisaak

fund is targeted to grow to $6 million by the end of
2001, and Ecotrust Canada’s economic development
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a retail office supplier and a “green” bookkeeper. The

IAN GILL

activity will grow from Clayoquot Sound to northern
Vancouver Island and beyond.
The rare cream-coloured “spirit bear”
is one of the animals whose future
depends on a human commitment

rebuild

Forest Resources is a joint-venture
between the Nuu-chah-nulth First
Nations of Clayoquot, and Weyerhaeuser,
which used to be called MacMillan
Bloedel, which used to be called all manner of nasty things by environmentalists. But finally, after a century of
disenfranchisement and despair, First
Nations have a controlling interest in a
conservation-based forest products company, and a controlling influence

to conservation-based development.

over what happens in their territory.
Iisaak didn’t log very much last sum-

Almost unnoticeable in its impact,

mer, but what logging it did do
was under the scrutiny of the Forest

the sustainable logging done by

Stewardship Council’s certification pro-

Iisaak Forest Resources preserves the

gram. At the root of Iisaak’s groundbreak-

ecosystem while providing local jobs.

ing enterprise is a commitment to
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meeting not just economic targets, but

social and ecological goals: employing local people, harvesting according to

opportunity
MAPPING TRAINING

best practices and principles, seeking to
divert wood supply to local forest products
manufacturers, and building assets in
the communities where Iisaak works. At

The Aboriginal Mapping Network provides tools,

Ecotrust Canada, we applaud the innova-

case studies, and an opportunity to share infor-

tion embedded in the operations of

mation with mappers around the world working

Iisaak. Truly, the conservation economy

to balance traditional cultural values with current

at work.

economic pressures. Created in 1998

A conservation economy is an econo-

ABORIGINAL

in partnership with the Gitxsan and

my that sustains itself on “principled

MAPPING

Ahousaht First Nations, the Network

income,” earned from activities that

NETWORK

includes a dynamic website, a series

conserve or restore rather than deplete

of informal round-table workshops,

natural capital. By natural capital, we
mean the biologically rich forests, fertile

an annual conference, and a publica-

soils, clean water, clean air, and abun-

tions series. Visit the website at

dant marine life that, in the last centu-

www.nativemaps.org.

ry, we recklessly took for granted. In a
conservation economy, as in any good
business, we don’t draw down all our cap-

Ensuring that local people themselves hold the keys to
their communities’ futures is the primary goal behind
Ecotrust Canada’s mapping training program.

ital. In fact, we seek to grow our natural
capital and live off the interest, and
build wealth on increasing knowledge,
not the rate of harvest.
At Ecotrust Canada, we seek to pro-

For five years Ecotrust Canada has provided mapping support and training for

mote an economy that extracts less and

communities throughout the coastal region of British Columbia. Mapping is a

produces more, shares wealth more equi-

powerful tool for self-determination, as it brings together data relating to natural

tably, and helps build communities that
are, in the words of our friend and men-

resources, cultural traditions, current usage, and visions for the future. Rather

sued a training model, to empower those in communities to learn the tools of
mapping and use them for their own purposes. Pressures on First Nations
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than supplying mapping simply as an in-house service, Ecotrust Canada has pur-

tor Jane Jacobs, “reliably prosperous.”
In our 1999 annual report, we talked
of the need for capital that could be
invested in conservation, not liquidation, of our inherited natural resources.
In 2000, we established the Natural

communities to respond to development plans and participate in treaty negoti-

Capital Fund, a unique vehicle for

ations have translated into a high demand for this knowledge. To respond to this,

marshalling and distributing financial
resources to assist small and medium

Ecotrust Canada continues to translate its experience into products accessible to

tools

the broadest possible audience. The Aboriginal Mapping Network and publications such as Chief Kerry’s Moose are two such examples.

conservation-based enterprises.

We believe that conservation entrepreneurs — not governments, not businessas-usual multi-nationals — are going to
build the conservation economy, so we
set out to help them do it.

In the Natural Capital Fund’s first
year, we raised more than $3-million
in either grants or low-interest loans;

Indian River, the focal point of

A stone’s throw from the heart of urban Vancouver lies the tradi-

our goal is to raise at least as much again
in 2001. In partnership with Shorebank

Tsleil-Waututh territory, runs rich

tional territory of the Tsleil-Waututh First Nation. Stewards of rich

Enterprise Pacific, we have estab-

resource is now part of an

fish, shellfish, and forest resources, the Nation has been isolated

lished a revolving loan fund to finance

eco-tourism project under

to a tiny reserve and has witnessed the pollution and degradation

Clayoquot Sound and beyond. For exam-

of their lands as the city has grown. However, the Tsleil-Waututh

ple, Iisaak Forest Resources, to which

with salmon. This traditional

conservation-based businesses in

development.

we made a substantial loan, and others,

First Nation has a vision that includes a recently launched eco-

like tourism operators, fish processors,

tourism business, cultural education, and the purchase of a por-

and wood products manufacturers. We
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closed almost $1.5 million dollars

tion of their traditional lands for community expansion, cultural

in loans and are expanding our geo-

activities and sustainable resource harvests. Ecotrust Canada has

graphic reach to other communities on

worked with the Tsleil-Waututh on a resource mapping project for
the past year, and is now assisting with the land purchase and
TSLEIL-WAUTUTH

DAVID CARRUTHERS

commitment

sustainable development plans. The Tsleil-Waututh First Nation
has the commitment and entrepreneurial drive that will breathe life
into a conservation economy on the doorstep of Canada’s third
largest city.

Vancouver Island, and elsewhere along
the mainland coast.
Why? Because communities are desperate for innovative but practical

solutions to the failure of our conventional economy to build community
assets, enhance social stability and safeguard our environment.
Take the mid-coast of B.C. — the much
heralded and seldom visited Great Bear
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Rainforest, Canada’s Forgotten Coast where communities are wrestling with
the competing demands of industry

In 2001, the development of British Columbian standards for eco-certification under the Forest

hell bent on one last frontier push to

Stewardship Council (FSC) will be completed. The process has been eagerly watched by foreign purchasers

wipe out the last great coastal rain forests

of BC wood, by First Nations wondering if they will finally see their rights recognized, and by industry,

of Canada, and environmentalists all

hoping to survive and adapt to meet new market conditions.
But once these standards are written, how should communities participate, and how will they actually derive benefit? For First Nations, these questions are particularly pressing, due to the FSC requirement
that industry must gain consent from aboriginal groups if it wants to be certified. Ecotrust Canada is
working to provide answers in a Forest Certification Primer – a series of documents, web pages, and
related media exploring forest certification from an aboriginal perspective. A workshop series piloted in

The logo of the Forest
Stewardship Council
tells buyers the wood
they purchase has been
harvested from well
managed forests.

racing to “save” the region. It is here that

FSC Trademark
©1996 Forest Stewardship Council,
A. C. FSC-CAN 0004

Namu has always been home to the

2000 will support this material. Thus, as mainstream industry slowly awakens to our long-held vision of

to be the oldest continuously occupied
site in Canada, with archaeological evidence dating back some 9,000 years.
Heiltsuk people, and it was a fabulously

productive place for about 8,900 years,

conservation-based development, we aim to ensure that the communities formerly marginalized by
BERNADETTE WYTON

industrial activity are equipped to bring the conservation economy to life.

develop

you can find the town of Namu, thought

Sarita Furniture, an
Ecotrust Canada loan
client, uses eco-certified
lumber to produce fine
furniture.

or until last century, when it was colonized, ransacked, and ultimately
destroyed by industrial fishing interests

that have long since moved on. The

action

NORTH OF CAUTION
North of Caution profiles the con-

H E I LT S U K C U LT U R A L L A N D S C A P E A S S E S S M E N T
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servation entrepreneurs who are

The Heiltsuk community of Bella Bella is the largest Native community
on the coast of British Columbia, and has an influence over some of the

Heiltsuk people have not moved on, of
course, although they have been consigned to a small reserve at Bella Bella.
In Bella Bella, the Heiltsuk are trying

helping to build a new economy

to build a conservation economy. They

on British Columbia’s northwest

have seen the log barges taking their nat-

coast, north of Cape Caution.

ural capital away, but they have seen

most productive forest and marine areas left in BC – the much-heralded

Various authors have contributed essays on the past and future of

precious little in return. They have seen

mid-coast. Since 1998, Ecotrust Canada has been working in partner-

resource industries, and the cultural renaissance in the region.

their shellfish polluted and their salmon

Ecotrust Canada produced more than a dozen maps which, for

depleted and every day, boats bob at the

the first time, pull together disparate information on the state of

dock because no-one can afford the gas

eries, and economy, and create a conservation-based development plan

fishing and forestry and the health of communities on the north-

to operate them and there’s

that will contribute to the well-being of the community and the ecologi-

west coast. With publications such as this, Ecotrust Canada argues

cal health of the region. Ecotrust Canada supports the Heiltsuk with map-

not for separation of nature from economy, but rather for enhanc-

ship with the Heiltsuk to map and understand the region’s forests, fish-

ing natural productivity in order to sustain communities.

ping and project direction, and with access to sectoral specialists who

precious

little left to harvest anyway. In Bella
Bella, Ecotrust Canada is working with
the Heiltsuk people to create a cultural
landscape assessment of the entire
Heiltsuk territory — a conservation-based

commit to training community members as they conduct their research.

development plan to enable the Heiltsuk

The goal is to produce a plan exemplifying the best of ecosystem sci-

to manage their resources and build a

ence and mapping techniques, yet grounded in the cultural values and

reliably prosperous community.

goals of the Heiltsuk themselves. To date, the findings of this research
have had a galvanizing effect on community leaders. And, critically, the

publications

For the environmental movement —
as for industry, governments and indeed
native people themselves — this is new

band feels ownership of the analysis, conducted in the community with

CHIEF KERRY’S MOOSE

our assistance. This is the conversion from inquiry to action that the work
of Ecotrust Canada is fundamentally designed to create.

Heiltsuk science
students measure
the diameter of an
ancient giant spruce
tree to learn about
forest management
and ecological

and complex terrain. The lesson from
Clayoquot Sound is that wilderness cam-

Written by noted social

paigns that don’t accommodate people

research scientist Terry

will fail. The challenge on Canada’s

Tobias, Chief Kerry’s Moose

Forgotten Coast is not to stop logging or

was published in late

fishing, but to start an economy that

2000 as the first in the

grows within the ecological limits of the

series of AMN publications. Produced in partnership with the Union of BC Indian Chiefs, the
“Moose” provides clear guidance on cultural mapping and land use and occupancy research, high-

region’s resources, and builds social equity, especially for historically deprived
native people. When a native elder was
shown a map of his community’s territory
and the bits that environmentalists con-

lighting the need for best practices. Within weeks

sidered worth “saving,” he said, “Why

of publication, orders were arriving from as far away

don’t you just color in the whole thing,

as New Zealand. A reprint is planned as demand

it’s all significant to us.”

continues to grow.

C C C

principles, a part of

On August 29, 2000 — just a week after a

Ecotrust Canada’s

tree fell in the forests of Clayoquot Sound

work in Bella Bella.

— there was applause of a different sort in

DOUG HOPWOOD

the forests of the Kitlope, just a short hop
over the mountains from Bella Bella.
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Ecotrust Canada is a private, nonprofit organization
promoting conservation-based development as the
means to a conservation economy in the coastal temperate rain forests of British Columbia.
Ecotrust Canada works with civic entrepreneurs,
local communities, First Nations, all levels of government, scientists, industry, and fellow conservationists. We are agents of change, catalysts in the
ongoing search for true protection and sustainability
of British Columbia’s unmatched natural legacy.
MISSION AND VISION
Ecotrust Canada’s mission is to support the emergence of a conservation economy in the coastal temperate rain forest region of British Columbia.
A conservation economy sustains itself on “princirestore rather than deplete natural capital. We envision a region in which the economy results in social
and ecological improvement rather than degradation.
S T R AT E G Y
Our strategy is to act as a catalyst and broker to create the institutions needed to envision, inform, and
finance the conservation economy; support the civic
entrepreneurs that can give it expression; and conserve and restore the landscapes and waterways
needed to provide its benchmarks of health. We offer

SAUDIEL RAMIREZ-SANCHEZ

pled income” earned from activites and practices that

ecosystem conservation, economic opportunity and
community vitality.
While not a membership organization, Ecotrust Canada
welcomes the support of all who would like to share in
our work.
Contributions to Ecotrust Canada are tax deductible.
Credit card donations may be made on-line at
www.charity.ca.

The Kitlope is Haisla territory, and
that day cheers rang out for something being put up, not taken down: a
totem pole.
At the old village of Misk’usa, overlooking the mouth of the Kitlope River
and Huchsduwaachsdu Nuyem Jees (the
Kitlope Heritage Conservancy Protected
Area) almost 300 people yelped with glee,
and a few wiped away tears, as the Haisla
and their many friends erected a replica
of the Gupsgolox totem pole.
The original pole was taken from
Misk’usa more than 70 years before, to
be put on display in a museum in Sweden.
The erection of a replica pole was an
exclamation mark in the Haisla’s 10-year
effort to get their pole home. With typical
generosity, the Haisla carved a second
replica pole and sent that to Sweden, so
that when the old pole comes back to
Kitamaat, the teachings of Gupsgolox will
extend around the world.
Gupsgolox was a chief and a medicine

Replacing a totem pole in the
village of Misk’usa brought
tears and celebration for those
who have worked for many
years to reclaim lost history.
Ecotrust Canada is supporting
the community as it works to
bring the original pole home.

tools and resources to people and organizations who
promote positive change at the intersection of
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man who helped bring his people back
to life after a period of great sickness,
death, and despair. When the totem pole
originally carved in his honor returns to
the northwest coast of Canada, we want
it to come home to a better place.
With our partners, we aim to build
healthy communities, to protect the

In a conservation economy,
natural capital is not
destroyed. Economic activity
helps build social and
financial health while also
preserving the health of the
ecosystem.

environment, to diversify economieas
and to honor and celebrate the rich cultures of coastal B.C. In that, Gupsgolox
continues to guide and inspire us all.
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